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STATISTICS IN PLANNING FOR NATIONAL INFORMATION gERVICES
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for Education Statistizs, U.S. Department
of Healthc-Iducation, and Welfare 1

Introduction

This paper considers what critical statistics are needed by those concerned

nationally with the development and improvement of library and related infor-

mation services in the U.S. The starting point in such planning, in my view,

must be the c trrent condition and trends in information services and the new

concepts and proposals under consideration and just emerging. .To identify 01,-!

essential core of statistical data and services needed, we examine some recent

and emerging trends in quantitative methods in public administration and their

potential applicability to library programs and other information services. The

present stage of availability and use of statistics about libraries and for

libraries are described in part incidental to presenting my personal views of

some priority needs for early developments in library statistics and related

areas in the United States. These possibilities, and the program issues to

which tkey relate, are unique to the United States, but the concepts and approach

suggested herein may be useful in some degree in each of your countries.

"Planning" is a ubiquitous concept, whose meaning we think of as common sense:

somethin; like forethought to provide for fuLure needs, a function of persGn.-11

prudence, often intuitive. But planning fol institution, over a range of

1This Twer is independent profecl,lion,1 AnA;sis of the writer; the
exprcf,sed here do not nect- rcpl(!lA )olicv el pr ogrxi pidnr; of the
U.S. Dtpartmeut of licIth, L'J,tion,
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contingencies becomes complex, requiring sensitivity to varied interests and

values, and tends to be made more overt and visible. And planning for a nation's

long-term development of its information services calls for some formalization

of the planning activity_ usually involving a division of labor and an extension

of the activity in time. One reason is to bring to bear specialized expertise;

another is to involve (or give opportunity for participation byj varied interests

and thereby to build confidence in the acceptability of planning results.

Increasingly, public administrators in the U.S. regard planning as a continuing

activity, paralleling and monitoring operations. The planning aspect of manage-
-

ment may he formulated as involving discrete steps, before action, of:

. perceiving a need or an opportunity

. generating ideas for addressing the need/opportunity

. comparing the options (suggested approaches)

.
transmitting findings to decision-makers (and exchae of

information among them).

This latter step is obvious for mr .1g_nent decisions by a Board of Directors,

or by a legislature, but it also applies 7..ri large hierarchical organizations

in which more than one person participates in decisions. In this mode of manage-

ment deLi!;on-:::1.:ing, these planning steps are followed by decision and action

to irrplcilont a scle-ted ol,tion. Thereafter, results are observed .in forms

appropriat( t of

. evaluation

complttin,-; a fir-A- cynic planni;,g, aid leading to a new cycle as the evalua-

tion Lay eulg;--tst furth-r neeAs or oppertuniti, for change er for nc;w initiati%e

Planning ter national inforl irion -!rvice,-; in the U.S. 1!, cc,asiderd In tin

fir5t ti--tion. 'i.h(_ -tat-.r.tif,i1 iltd'; ir,licd h,,- c,f.lf-con'e>w rc--:ncm,,i1,1,

pi AnnItt:',. .>id t!,' t ,( tut it ,t1 IL 'd'ut c c '- Ippl it T.,1 t to th,;, al L L Loloi ,,d i ri I Ivo

-4
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following section. Problems in a,dlying available statistical support to

planning are then recognized. Critical questions of how much statistics are

required, when, and how the needed data may be provided, are examined for the
v*,

United States, and some possibilities for doing such analysis in other settings

are noted.

Some Elements in Current Pl_anain_for Library and information Services in the
United States

In the United States, libraries developed from local initiative and began

on a self-help basis, usually to serve a single community or an individual organi-

zation. This genesis reflect.; our national emphasis on decentralized authority

and responsibility. Autonomy has inhibited coordination among independent

entities. The consequent small scale of operation means most libraries have

very modest resources of books, staff, and means to access the knowledge beyond

0 those of its staff and materials.

Many specialized information requirements have not been addressed by libraties.

Particular need, have justified evolution of new somewhat similar activities,

including Tuformation Centers (such as the Educational Research Information

Center [ERIC] alia,,;cd by the National Institute for Education), and Data Banks

from which statistical inforatinn in a particular field or fields may be obtained.

To illustrate ag in from the field of education, The National Center for Education

Statistic a has :de available a substantial computerized data hose of current

education stati,tic,, on-line, available tbrow,-,h rur:ote terminals, called LDSTAT,

and is adding data files to LI-;TAF rapidly. !lany of these nesq services use

advanced t,(1,0010i7,y heavily: computers,, telerni-munications, microforms.

fie suite the new Special Libraries and Ihforr-ation Centers and Data i;an1_,,,

o<:ervere. tbat ever tire are fa1Iii furtL-t be hint! in effective a,,c. to
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the burgeoning body of knowledge. Many national interests continue to

plan, from their own standpoints, for ways in which they may constructively

contribute 1.) the .reeds as they see them. In addition, however, a formal

national frii.us for planning has been created in the National Commission on

Libraries and Information Science (NCEIS), which Dr. Burkhart, its Chairman,

has described to IF A. I will relate these remarks on statistics for national-

level planning to the Commission's second draft "National Program," for concrete

illustrations, recognizing that other plans for specific national activities

also have statistical implications.

The Commission's stated objective is "to develop a National Program that

offers the most information service to the greatest n..;:er of people." It

further states a guiding ideal: "To eventually provide any individual in the

U.S. with equal opportunity of access to that part of the total information

resource which will satisfy his educational, working, cultural, and leisure-

time needs and interests, regardless of the individual's location, social or

physical condition, or level of intellectual achievemeit." Eight Program

ObjectiveL, have been delineated which address the improvement of human and other

resources supportive of high quality information services and look toward

voluntary il,LLIconnection of existing facilities and existing networks into a

tiationwid, network.

In terus of the plLnning clerents ::,tiggested earlier, the Commission has

articulatccl its perception of certain needs, and pre=ented them for p.iblic dis-

cussion in genera , non- quantitative ten s. Specific actionable sug,;estions

are yet to he elaborated; hy '-wa bias is to hope that NCLIS and the professional

r:ommunity will seek to describe alternatives 'o implement each objective. In

any event, :pecific propo.al.: will I)e critically assessed in terms of expected

consequencc,, favorable and unfavorable (in the 1-Inguage of management scieptists,
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a "benefit-costs analysis"). And the on-going evaluative or monitoring system

~well:which will be desircd might well be considered soon, as well: how should it

differ from the evaluations we have now of our highly decentralized information

activities?

St-tistics for Plarr,ine

The first step in planning is assessment of needs/opportunities for library

and information service programs. A gap is asserted with most confidence if it

results fro-a-a quantitative comparison of needs to services currently or pros-

pectively offered, or perhaps frcn a direct measurement of unmet needs, by

appropriate statistical surveys and reporting systems. In the absence of ade-

quate statistics, NCLiS has relied largely on expressicas of need at hearings

held throughout the country and informed judgments by professionals for a finding

that there exist large unmet needs for access to knowledge. The cr.cmmission

states that it "is keenly aware that much more must be clone systematically to

understand the information needs of various special constituencies -- such as

the economically disadvantaged, the uneducated, and the handicapped. We

need to know who they are, where they are, what they need, how fast they need

it, and the value - to them and to society - of increasing their access to

information and knowledge..." To understand the unmet needs in perspective,

service demands should he measord and core tired with current services and service

capacities. Indeed tic lack of such meas,ires, not only by groups of users and

types of use, but by levels/kinds of information services, probably .lats delayed

NCL1S presentation of more specific program objectives.

Some gesetal direcLien, of development such is the national network

proposal -- may be capable of logical support without D.ch 1( quantitative

measurement of the market for additional services. But definitive action

Li
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proposals are not likely to secure support on the ba,;is of general statements

of need; they tend to be more convincing when targeted to well-defined and

confirmed activity loads/needs. This step of offering alternative

projects typically involves synthesizing cost estimates for each candidate

process or approach to serving the needs. So we need, from practical experience

with activities, time and costs factors for elemental processes in order

to design possible new technical activities or processes. Other research data

needed include learning curve parameters, and economy-of-scale characteristics,

so that marginal costs as well as average costs may be considered. Initially,

generating new ideas for services is a function of the imagination of the pro-

fessional librarian and/or that of the specialist user. Statistics enter phis

step primarily to test the gross feasibility of the idea.

The comparison of options is the crucial step, involving at its best highly

sophisticated value and effectiveness and costs concepts and measures. For

illustrtion, let us consider comparing different means for meeting new skill

requireoents for our libraries. The Commission's fourth program objective:

"Develop and continually educate the human resources required to implement a

Nationll Preram" might be detailed (wins information from sources such as

the rccent Librdry inp,--xer Study and North American Library EducationL Directory

and Statistic'., 1q71-73) to include, for example, soTething like: Prodw:e an

average of 500 Media Specialists qualified with the MLS and a major in iw.truc-

tional technolo,g; per yeAr ovi r the period 197E-1985, Hypothetically, means of

attaininj Lhis might be postuidted: Expanc, or Shift -mphasi, in, ten

existing graduate :chools of Library Science; Provic... fellow hips: for fully

qualified MS) librariauf, interested _.11 casein,' so to take a specidl cu ricuii;

in ity,titictional technology for one :.e.,,e,;ter (full t: 0); Ptovido course,, in
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instructional tLc'inolngy on an external degree basis so that employed librarians

could, while working, gradually acquire tne additional specialist training. The

three alternatives would have different costs to the student, and to society;

they would hove different impacts on the educational system; they would also

have somewhat different products (and the comparison of effectiveness of the

graduates is difficult to predict, onl,ss some prototypes have previously

existed); and they would differ in the effects on the size of the total supply

of professionnln for library jobs. So far as feasible, these comparisons should

be guided by real data on costs and on various dimensions of effectiveness,

recognizing that benefit-costs or costs-effectiveness analysis usually require

some ad hoc special study efforts.

Once consensus has been reached, th- implementation of a program should be

accompanied by fully developed arrangements for its monitoring and evaluation.

This nay mean a contrnaing statistical "quality control" type of process,

recurring reporting and analysis, or intermittent analytic studies. Upon

decision to proceed with a national network (one cf the Commission's key pro-

gram objectives), for example, it will be important to monitor the pace of its

implementation (to help avoid falling short of projections and incurring discouras;ine

initial dicconnjt;). On- going, information
significant to the nation as a tdcole il

include the eztent of utilization by narticlnants of different categories, operatinc,,

ratios such as rates of failure to meet specified performance and productivity

and coat levels, and trend:; in market pot(atiels and in service operations.

Follow -up stuflim to the lopp,cr-tern effects of training, and of innovoi(11,-,

in n& rvlc , for ,,,ple, are valuble farther ase,ssment approaches contributing to

national planeini;, thoi1 thcy are both ).pen-,ive. and technically Difficult to

design ant Evalo:3tiv, they emerge, will fag,est ml-strial

ci will provi e ,ace CI it the "ctivity is functioain fie,-

Lively in ?cal itien L, a r,-ntiuuln) gnulne
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This brief sample of statistical needs associates; with planning for infor-

mation services is suggestive rather than prescriptive. Data to be relevant

to these uses must meet standards of timeliness, appropriate coverage,

pereiftence to the decisions, credibility, and clarity and utility. Shortfalls

in thesd respects too often frustrate the executives'
planning and efforts to

use available statistics for current decisions. Such shortfalls deserve

attention in the interest of facilitating a high calibre of planning at the

national level, and a high level of confidence by the public and the legi6'-

latcrs in the viability of specific proposals set forth. 'mong the steps which

I identify in order to avoid failures to access statistics for planning as

needed, are:

general application of profes,ional statst.ical standards, including co=cn

definiLions and rear,ares and valid standardized
statistical techniques and

operritlens;

participation by planners and decision-z,akers in articulating the kinds

of data needed;

. hard decision-makin:', by NCLIS, the profession, the Federal agencies,

concerninL; what seI(stive statistics aleut libraries are to he collected

and what special studie,, are needed, and nlIccation of the necessary

resources to do well tLe data collections and studies which are under-

taken;

. thow,htful attention by libraries and librarians to teir own needs

for Ifwal purperc, :or selective qu,-ultit,Itive
aad to

the 1,1:,efulnc!-s on the 1,:4rtar scale, for the general benefit, of key

data;

. increased analynir, tn=inr :;tatistiu; ab-tit libraries and )tl:er d(7lograpbic,

CCOnesrlic, and
stJtf-tics to ,Iiidrcs

of how librnrt,s

Can hotter chare :-(.',ol:roez, an intelLhin5;e -a_ryiees
toward the ;oaks

expr:s:-_,(d per,ualvely by tbt_

Pot out 1,11r, i ^t I I br.lry `zt lr t "ox. 11'',

In the eypectation that t-e nnl propc,sl:, will cr.ntinue to

command f.1110;:t at-it t
tl dnii!
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indicated lirein will be necessary to responsible deliberation and decision

on the apprepriatc pace of development. Data applicable to these judpments

include mutt information about the population, generally available through

the Census Bureau; data about the knowledge industries (R&D data, book

publishilv, data, infoination on articles and monographs---), which is not

available cl:; a c',:mprener:Ave standardized basis; statistics and other quantitati%e

knowledge about libraries and information centers, and about manpower and

other technical resources applicable to this field.

Basc library re,,cLrce and performance ,lata will be published -over the

next two yea,s from survys conducted or supported by the National Center

for Education Statistics. Ac the Library General Information Surveys (Ll'iCIF)

system (described to IFLA at the 1973 meeting in Grenoble, and updated in a

report tc the pre-conference meeting of the Statistics and Standards Coi7mdtte

a few days ac-,) is mp1e7lentel, such basic data about libraries .,11 be syste-

aticallv

Further, two standards-setting efforts are under uay. sponsored bV the

National Center. 'The Library Clnerptions Handbook is being prepar

by the ALA ',tatistics Project. The Education:11 Tr-c'Inol,, t ati st mc:

is being prep :red by tic A:sociat-lon for Lducatio::c.1 Co7:,,unicaticn-; and lechn(,1

Beth of prrje:-t,, have been rel.orted to the secon(' _,inn of ',L.: Co77-Ittt,

at tLin The are e:,,rettd to provi the frr-;

terms r,-et Wt±.. t, r.,ny rr. Lan to t ;its/ / n

1-3;.1'; of un(__o7:'iTat,,d aloiche- and ;Lit

but relate,' pl of the 1 ae d, e

vito
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These tw, role,- of NCE?., collecting and providing basic library data

on a recurrinc, basis through the system of Federal-State-lo11 reporting;

and initiatIrs, standardizati.ln efforts in respect to such data, are integral

to our general statintical responsibilities for education as a whole. We

wish to coordinate tbe,_;c efforts, ne'dessarily limited in extent, to the

many rei'ated kinds of research and staListics activities discussed here. We

value the H -d12o)K activities especially as a basic instrumentoof such

coordination.

Parenthe!_icallv, I i:=>h to share with you something of cur experience in

deyelopir,; Ic.-dth of these roles. In developing LILGIS, and in developing the

Ilandbocis, t if Natic,.131 has had full active participation by the

profession and by State library at and individual libraries. We have

found thic, c_,_,n;;tructive, brin gin(' to bear the diverse

,perience across the nation to perfect systems for naticn-wiic

use and utifty. In one enterprises are small scale ;recarsor

pilet-tc..ts of the cor'poration an:! coilab,Jration unvi,ioned in tie_

nitioual rt,tyor:.

does LT'

Ve ;eel it 1,, it

Turnir:: to

lt is i re_ port tilt involvc7:_mt

r(virtd Icr extcf:ive Tart],-ipation

d vory

thit th, ,ti: t,Int

11 z ,t 1, -
_ ffl,t1-11 f -,i,i-

:lt i i 11 t I1
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The critical issue in achieving the coordination and cooperation

411
envisioned may well be to act rapidly enough to standardize approaches

before separate networks invest heavily in incompatible systems which

limit their later agility to create new linkages because of sunk c

inflexible hardware and software. The analytic effort to identify 5.._h

3

potentials, and to develop timely viable proposals for the longer run is highly

important to .,:s all.

We in the United States will undoubtedly experiment for some time with new

modes of sharing resources and services, and will grope toward more effective,

ways to guide that effort through statistics and other quantitative data. We

recognize the importance of sharing with sister nations in analogous ways, ana the

value or international
statistics on resources and interchanges and costs.

I comm- d the Statistics and Standards Committee of IFLA, and encourage it to

continue its active cultivation of potentials for improved information standards

and statistics and statistical tools, especially classification tools, sample

survey methods, and analysis techniques. Substantial conceptual and technical

advances are necessary to bring into practical reach many of the kinds of -stat-

istics and data-based systems suggested herein as aids to national pialing in

this field. Recognizing this, let us hasten to move forward.


